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“Long before space,as perceived by and for the 'I', began to 
appear as split and divided, as a realm of merely virtual or 

deferred tensions and contacts. Long before space emerged as 
a medium of far-off possibilities, as the locus of potentiality. 

For, long before the analysing, separating intellect, long before 
formal knowledge, there was an intelligence of the body.”

 (Levfebre 1991, p.  181)

Words of space and place are used interchangebly to describe 
environments which encircles or are part of reality we percieve. It may be 
argued, but for the sake of clarity, in this paper, difference between meaning 
of space and place is found in the parameter of locallity. While place always 
has its locality, reality, it participates actively with its features- space is 
abstract, without a specific centre and clear borders. Space is more of a field 
which is gradually saturated in Space. Place has its borders; it is explicitly 
finite. Atmosphere is an example of space (it doesent have an explicit border 
which marks its begining and end), while Gradski park is an example of 
specific place. But places cannot exist outside of spaces. Its locallity is 
bounded to space. A referent system. Both spaces and places are then 
placed within an absolute Space. Because the spaces which are able to 
exchange matter, energy, which share same reality, indicate that there is a 
great Space which bonds everything together into a collective reality. This 
speculation is one of many which try to describe what trully is going on in 
space, what and how reality works and is made from.

Ground theory approach, as a research method, might be most 
useful one if one decides to tackle the problem of space. In this case 
anybody would have right to (de)construct their own reality. Being a 
property of a subject, an individual, perception can eventually manifest 
itself in infinite number of ways; there might be infinite number of 
perceptions. Every man, animal, act according to their own conciousnes and 
other elements of intelligence. 

Absolute space. Space of spaces. Grand Space. The space which hold 
anything there is. It may appear that the absolute space is meaningless, and 
any space which may arise does this through attachment of meaning on the 
former. What then appear to me is that the production of meaning starts 
with abstraction of absolute or already abstracted space by the action 
which i may call the art of invention. How realiable may be to observe the 
space as an independent entity, disconnected from anything it may host or 
include? I mean, the discourse on the relationship of space and life in 
general is quite confusing. 



What is the difference between the spaces and (its) scales? In my 
opinion every scale may be symbolized as space for itself, because each 
scale holds different conditions, rules, phenomena. And every entity which 
encloses a set of elements, events, phenomena may be regarded as space. 
Dimension may come as a synonym for space (scale) in this case. Scale may 
be defined as a measuring unit of space. As many spaces may be classified 
within the same categories of scales. How do we define space? In simple 
terms, space is container for everything which exist. But then within this 
one, big, infinite space there are smaller and smaller spaces, and so on. A 
space of a state, air space, courtyard, room.

An act of architecture includes observation of different scales, where 
human body doesn't always eventually represents the same geometrical 
form. When dealing with simulations a body is a point with values in respect 
to other points. Such examinations are then based on movements of our 
point representation. Evacuation, protests, a movements with certain 
patterns can serve as  examples of such observation's application. The 
masses of people, the fluid like representation comes handy when building 
stadiums, migrations. 

If we just observe the philosophical, sociological, cross-section of 
space (exp. simple spatial analysis would do), we can assume that there also 
may exist a limit of real Space which can be reachable subject of our mental 
skills. Abstraction always have its limitations, and that's how it may exist - 
otherwise, without borders abstraction would disperse into reality. 

Abstraction is always present, it includes observation from different 
positions and distances. But What determines the "movement" of bodies in 
our reality is our own psychological paradigm, and the layers of scales 
within our mental space, where the reality is processed, and then reacted 
upon by our (un)decided movement. There is a process of perception of 
reality, procession of received information, composition of reaction and 
reaction itself. In moments where reaction is instant, instinctive these four 
are combined into one element, when the conditions do not allow for a 
regular, whole process to consciously occur. This process can happen both 
on individual or massive scale. 



Nature of space which is the subject of architectural design is 
mistique, purely phenomenological. At least that is how is taught (there are 
exceptions, with growing number as well). Architecture, unlike the sciences 
such as physics, chemistry, does not include radical scientific methods in 
order to grasp for part of true knowledge placed in space; to acts at its 
subject with exact formulas and equations. (And i really wonder why this is a 
case) Ergonometry, natural forces (sun,wind, greenery), buildings function, 
are some of the information sources which are usually taken into 
considerstion when designing a builng. These are usually based on 
phenomenons rather on scientific prooven data or using strict design 
methodology. Architecture being an very influental practice and one of the 
foot stones of civilization should demand and deliver a more reliable 
knowledge to produce meaningful and suitable ideas and solutions.

Now we have a positions of confronted sciences, or rather sciences 
which share the concept of space. Sciences may also differ acording to the 
scale of observed phenomenas. Scale of the observable space appear to act 
on definition of sciences. The smallest scale became a subject of quantum 
mechanics. The biggest, astronomy. What comes closer to instant reality 
from quantum mechanics is chemistry and physics, and they expand into 
space too, but they dont work inside the atom. Biology holds to the ground, 
water and air, with livable organisms, their very living mechanics. Medicine 
and veterine are special shapes of biology focused on care about humans 
and animals respectively. Geography focuses on natural (and artifical) space 
present with the planet Earth. It can exist within the oceans as well as in 
small villages in east Africa- it is limited only by the very space provided lby 
livable geometry of our planet. Meterology may be considered as a branch 
of geography as it deals with weather conditions in big range of scales. 
Politics, international relations - human oriented sciences, as psychology 
and sociology. Animal and some very disturbing human experiments' 
results make big part in these type of human oriented sciences. The one 
which question all phenomenas and its existance is philosophy. 

How does space unrolls in our perceptions? Does it affect us? 
May there be mediators which filter how space is percieved? 

How far is our perception from true space, one where it 
manifests the meaning we percieve, process and react upon?



Information which is processed by architect(s) while designing a 
building usually comes from different sciences. Psychology, sociology, 
economy, material sciences (physics and chemistry) contribute to 
architectural design with useful information, data and knowledge. After all, 
future subjects of building will be human beings which have specific needs, 
potentials, capacities; in different cultures, geographies, times. These are 
related to the buildings' reality footprint and serve to manipulate the 
building's influence and produced consequences. Yet there are different 
scales in which architecture appears, and in which it acts to manipulate the 
reality. 

The problem of architectural space is that it combines many 
abstracted spaces, it includes various dynamics (social, political, 
economical). At least what architectural interventions do is influence many 
dimensions of reality. If we are to calculate what kind of impact an 
architectural intervention in space actually produce we end up in a complex 
system combined of many different meanings. The apparent quantity of 
information produced by a building may partially be only a relevenat 
subject of super-super computers. Communcation, exclusion/inclusion, 
econnomical (dis)advantages are only some of many changes which a new 
building initiates. Of course the scale, the size of the building determines 
the size of change it creates, and i believe that this relation might be 
considered to be proportional.
 

What kind of proof could we eventually offer in defend of our ability 
to correctly percieve anything about the dynamics which happens between 
the real and unreal, physical and "spiritual" all-the-way. If former really 
exists, anyway. First argument that crosses my mind is that the the 
conversion of thought as a purely imaterial, into action in space as material 
inspires the idea of a mediating step. The intentionally caused reaction in 
space may serve as a proof that what is going in our minds sits together with 
physical reality surrounding us. Secrets are actually an example of double 
negation of non-reality. But finally all change may be just an act of 
perception. Nothing more.



Hungers of materialism critique are forever, and no argument cant 
eventually arise to support the idea that everything is "just" a matter, 
everything exist only in its form, in its materiality (or at least that matter is 
real). What I mean is that there are such arguments for the existence of 
invisible worlds to which makes even the belief of absolute materiality 
unacceptable.

True question is that if we are actually even able to reach the "truth" 
about the space. Can we even get infinitely closer to that truth, or is it just a 
matter of illusion? From my perspective it is very delicate question. 
Instinctive relationships with space, primordial, naive, can give a trace of 
where the search may begin. Experiments with blind people, sleep people. 
How the space is perceived in the unconscious level. How do we operate in 
space without the support of cognitive instruments. Moon walk is a 
complete picture of the basic mental & physical work. 

Thing about the truth is that it can never remain hidden. If we have 
problems about revealing what truth really is, then truth, over time, does 
not have a problem overcoming false beliefs. But yet again what would have 
happened if absolutely wrong perception is observed? One that is 
completely in contrast with the true reality? That is disconnected from any 
correct meaning. In such a case there will be always a part which is 
considered as true - that something is observed as real (meaning of first 
thought, premise becomes the departure point of idea discovery). 

Pain, fear, act very real. They are an instinctive, bonding forces of 
reality and living perception. They even act in a way to force a subject to 
react. This reaction can easily overcome the conscious. Paranoia and 
artificially injected fears can also cause big deal of unreasonable reactions. 

Massive human movements, which are able to cross countries are 
indicators of what is allowed, what is possible in our space. The fabric of air 
which fills the "void" is one which serves perfectly to our voice strings to 
produce sounds by very subtle vibrations. I find it very interesting that at the 
same time i can hear and distinguish plane crossing my head, people 
talking, car horn. Many signals travel and within a chaotic environment of 
particles, sounds arrive preserved inside of our ear to transfer the meaning 
by extremely subtle kicks onto the parts of our middle ear.



"A-tomus" (Un-dividable) is an idea of an element which is 
manifested as self-known and cant be separated on smaller particles. It is 
not our limit that is imposed only but the space appears to be limited. Pro-
structuralist idea of atom, multiplied-the essence of space but in rows and 
columns. The idea of undividable space unit which makes the space. The 
idea of unitary atom inside of a rhizome of atoms, as an imaginary (but 
proved) world which underlines our existance. In a sense it penetrates the 
spiritual space, this very notion of another, oku nevidljivom, invisible space 
which cant be seen, but yet has observable and manipulative properties. 
Experimental proof of an underlying world of simple atoms combined into 
complex molecules sets up a dimension which is not sensible but neither it 
is completely abstract. It shares the space with ideas but is also attached to 
reality with strong scientific arguments.

Scientific discoveries in the field of atomic research showed us that 
idea about atoms, small "invisible" particles which make all that is visible, 
was originally accurate but eventually atoms broke down on even smaller 
particles. And from my poor understanding of Quantum mechanics, it looks 
like we are made of particles which, at the same time may be considered to 
be on a sever places, that live in the completely different time framework; 
which, for our outmost knowledge can be represented 'just' as a probability. 
Heidegger’s probability formulas are the closest we had reached untill now 
in discovering the physical matrix of space and its ever-changing dynamics. 
Moment where reality and imagination interact with each other. 

Duality is actually a trijada of physical, mental and the "space" in-
between. This duality is a byproduct of a border which (actively?) participate 
in the existance of two dimensions. The research of atom or psychoanalysis 
are both a step away from the center, the very border. Those are "step-
backwards". Each is a leap to a deeper dimension, toward its claims, away 
from the border between mental and real- one goes away into the physical 
and other goes into search of mental space.

But how is that fear acts to cause reaction? Protection, danger, risk. 
Very important values are at stake. Fear of losing, a call for defensive 
reaction. A cause for preventive action too. Always welcomed
investicija.

A lie can  produce  fear too. The fear of a wrong question, wrong 
prediction. Stepping on any of the roads. Taking any clue into consideration. 
This dilemma comes handy when discussing about space in the most 
broadest way possible. Absolute, complete, ad infinitum space. Everything 
outside together with all insides and beyond.



 The exploration of Earth as a planet, search for similar planets in case 
we run out of survival ideas, is yet another shift of perception over the world. 
So the space appears saturated from less than quantum to more than the 
universe which expands with (for)ever-expanding speed. But still in a tiny 
part of the universe we are made of atoms, as are the stars and metals old 
millions of years. Yet atoms are invisible. And is proven that same laws of 
physics dont oblige for atoms as individual parictles and atoms as clusters 
(bodys). As particles atoms exist in their very own reality. First pre-Socratic 
philosophers came to the idea that there is something such as atom, and 
eventally scientist reach for the proof that there are such particles, a bit more 
than hundred in number, which underline the existance of physical reality. 
Recently a particle within an atom is found to carry "information" about 
mass. We understood at one point that they exist and that we can 
manipulate and use this knowledge to create wide specter of synthetic 
materials, use it as an energy resource and as a weapon. To design very 
specific and custom clusters of atoms which produce new meaning, 
introduce new tools. We became  familiar  with the pallette of the world.

The human body is composed of atoms, and we are every day more 
sure that microscopes really are true - what we observe with instrument 
becomes scientifically proven relatively fast. Particles are still a subject of 
metaphysical discussions and speculations because of certain unexplained 
phenomenon. What seems to be the problem is the dual behavior of atoms, 
photons and other small compounds as particles and waves. But human 
body doesn't work on the principles of atoms. Just as planets do not. At the 
end we are faced with the space between the atom and universe. Today not 
with an atom but smaller particles which constitute the atom. We became 
familiar with how atoms make molecules which then, in greater volumes 
make nature and objects. Human body does function on a philosophical 
level too. The space with its minimums and maximums is saturated in front 
of us. The outside is saturated. Perception is a saturated. 

How much can a space contribute to the process of social, 
economical, political and other dynamics? Is there anything to do with 
space? Is space completely passive and inferior to drives that occur within 
individuals and societies? Is space there just to host the event which is 
already planned, which already happened? Event's inhibition of certain 
space in specific time will mark its reality; will convince the writers of history 
that something "took place". So the road takes me to the question of the 
meaning of space in reality, in perception, in phenomena.



But memory in space must not be underestimated. The shape of the 
shell, the way nature becomes space in a specific moment is result of long 
dialogue between the space, energy, matter. Historical dimension, 
evolution of the shell's shape is yet again a certain scenario which runs 
separately and drives the change. Long term changes of forms, adaptations, 
adjustments. 2014’s Nobel prize winners were discoverers of ‘space’ cells in 
hipocamus part of the brain, where the center of our memory takes place. 
Altough data comes from rat experiments, ‘space’ cells work out a hexagonal 
pattern in space by firing electrons every time a subject is at the point of the 
hexagonal grid. 

Maxwell's experiment shows that we can create energy just by 
having information over the speed of particles. In this experiment a devils 
stands over the box containing particles with random speed. If we assume 
that devil can split the box with a membrane which only lets fast on one side 
and slow particles on the other one - we can claim a lot of fast particles 
(energy) only by having knowledge over the particles speed. 

John Dalton found in his experiments that mass i conserved in 
chemical reaction. Four grams of hydrogen and 32 of oxygen will give 36 
grams of water. This reaction consumes all the oxygen and hydrogen only if 
present weight is strictly 4 and 32 grams. If for example 33 g of oxygen is 
mixed with hydrogen, 36 grams of water and one gram of oxygen would be 
created. This relations between the weight told the story of atoms - particles 
which differ in weight in a mathematical pattern.

What about digitally produced virtual space which exists within 
optical cables and huge data centers in sillicon valley? This is again another 
dimension where ruled exchange of information, money, ideas are 
happening in a completely bondless fashion.

pace which allow exchange of energy and 
mater, which hosts our reality, does sound big enough to make one think 
about the nature of things in space. Question of active/passive role of space 
in reality; space(s) between mental and real (physical); times in space, they 
all bless the appetite for explorations. 

Why should be there a debate over the power over space then? 
Power is already in the space. S

The poetry of shells - their metaphorical role - has 
nothing to do with some mysterious creative force, 

but corresponds merely to the way in which energy, 
under specific conditions (on a specific scale, in a 
specific material environment, etc.), is deployed;”

 (Levfebre 1991, p.  181)
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